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1. Set your budget. The first important thing to do before shopping for an intercom system is

2. Know the basics. Different brands may have different systems, but their basic components ar
*The master station - also known as the central control panel, this is the unit that controls

*The sub-stations/door stations - also known as the speakers or slave units, these are connect
*The power supply - this feeds power to all the units in order to make them function.

3. Determine the range that you want. Different intercom systems have varying ranges, with som

Choosing the range of your intercom system depends on their use and purpose, which can vary fr
In general, intercoms are usually used for the following purposes:
*To connect different rooms.
*To connect rooms to a central office.
*To broadcast announcements/as a public address system.
*To function as a ’bell’, especially at schools (to signal the change of classes) and at home

4. Check its compatibility with your home (or building) structure. The ability of the intercom

5. Choose the desired type of intercom system. Intercom systems can either be hard-wired or wi

*Hard-wired or traditional intercom systems - these require wires to connect the entire system

*Wireless intercom systems - these units may be more costly than the traditional, hard-wired o

6. Determine the power supply to be used. Intercom systems can perform with either of the foll
*An AC power outlet (or a 12 volts DC power supply)
*Batteries (needs regular replacement)

7. Check the product’s warranty. In a way, the length of an intercom’s warranty, including the

8. Transact business with experienced dealers that are known for their reputation. They will n

By following the guidelines that are mentioned above, shopping for a perfect intercom will sur
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